
A Publisher's Guide to Making
Your Supply Chain Greener
SELL FIRST. PRINT LATER.

How book publishers are embracing technology to build a
greener and more sustainable supply chain.
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Sustainability is a hot topic among book publishers.

In September 2020, the Book Industry Study Group (United States),
Book Industry Communications (United Kingdom), and BookNet
Canada (Canada) launched the Green Book Alliance. The goals of
the alliance include information sharing, joint planning,
environmental events, and other initiatives to make the book
industry more sustainable. 

In October 2020, the United Nations launched the Sustainable
Development Goals Publishers Compact. It features 10 action
points that publishers, publishing associations and others can
commit to undertaking in order to accelerate the achievement of
the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030.

Currently, we are seeing the role of Sustainability and
Communications Officer, created in large publishers across the
industry. Sustainability has most certainly passed a tipping point
and publishers are investing heavily in people, products, and
resources. This ensures that they are able to execute on a
sustainable supply chain, and are able to measure the value they
create. 

Seeing the Forest
Book publishers are looking beyond eco-friendly papers, inks,
and processes to embrace sustainable supply chains.

"It is in the supply chain that the most significant
changes can be made by the global book industry to

eliminate waste and reduce its impact on the
environment."

Karina Urquhart
Executive Director

Book Industry Communication

https://www.greenbookalliance.org/
https://www.bic.org.uk/


The challenge for the book publishing industry is that its current focus remains on product
certifications (such as FSC sourcing for paper products), and not so much on making the
supply chain greener, although there are encouraging signs that this may be changing.  

Among respondents to the Green Book Alliance survey, the steps they have taken to date
largely involve reducing waste, cutting the use of non-recyclable materials, promoting
environmentally sound office practices, and reducing their carbon footprint related to work
travel (or "book-miles").

These steps, while laudable, do not go to the heart of sustainability, which requires
reimagining the entire supply chain to make it greener. 

Going a Step Beyond
Publishers have already started the work of going green but all too often overlook their own
supply chains. 

The level of interest in sustainability among book publishers is significant. In their recent
Sustainability Survey, The Green book Alliance reveals that a whopping 90% of survey
respondents (publishers, manufacturers, wholesalers, and distributors, retailers, and industry
service providers) either have a policy or plan to adopt a policy governing sustainability. 

Sustainability is "development that
meets the needs of the present

without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their

own needs."

SUSTAINABILITY
DEFINED:

The Brundtland Commission

https://www.greenbookalliance.org/post/green-book-alliance-releases-sustainability-survey-results
https://www.greenbookalliance.org/post/green-book-alliance-releases-sustainability-survey-results
http://cmsdata.iucn.org/downloads/iucn_future_of_sustanability.pdf


Driver 3: Improved Digital Printing Technology

The increase in digital printing is being driven by improvements in digital presses. "Digital
presses can now handle everything from roll-fed printing and heavy paper stock to full-color, a
range of formats, and customizations," says Eric McGarvey, Senior Vice President, Merchandise
Buying and Supply Chain, at Baker & Taylor.

Driver 4: Focus on  Book Miles

The new sustainability model aims to reduce the number of book-miles involved in each
transaction because miles translate into environmental impact. Shipping a book from
Singapore to Los Angeles, for example, involves a trip of 8,769 miles. The voyage takes
approximately 30 days by ocean carrier. Why not just print the book in Los Angeles, some
publishers ask? They save the 30 days of travel, save the cost of the ocean freight, and save
all of the other resources that are consumed during that 8,769-mile journey. Printing the
book in Los Angeles may cost more, but the environmental cost will be lower. 

Turning the Page
Top drivers behind the push for a greener book publishing supply chain

Book Publishers are investigating sustainability for several compelling reasons. Some of them
are related to marketplace demand, some to shifting demographics, and others to financial
considerations and advances in technology. Here are the top drivers behind the growing
interest in creating greener book-publishing supply chains. 

Driver 1: Customer Demand

Today's consumers are increasingly making their product decisions based on a brand's
sustainability profile. If a publisher can demonstrate that it has sustainable processes, policy,
and technology that adds value to their business, that enhances their sustainability credentials
in the eyes of consumers. 

Driver 2: The COVID-19 Pandemic

"The pandemic has accelerated the move from print to digital by three years," says David
Hetherington of Books International. By "digital," Heatherington is referring to the shift that
publishers are making from traditional first printings using offset presses, to smaller first runs
that are printed digitally.

A growing number of books publishers are paying closer attention to the total number of
miles their books must travel to reach their ultimate consumers. This distance is the Book
Mile. Publishers who are committed to sustainability are tracking and evaluating each
transaction to minimize the miles their books must travel.

http://www.publishingtrends.com/2020/07/digital-printing-the-new-normal/
http://www.publishingtrends.com/2020/07/digital-printing-the-new-normal/


Driver 6: Millennials
"Book publishing is now being influenced by different generational values," says Sebastian Mayeres, CEO
of knk Software. "millennials, in particular, take environmental sustainability very seriously." Millennials are
the first generation to grow up with the internet, social media, and mobile devices. A study conducted by
Pew Research shows that 81% of millennials believe the planet is warming. A further 65% of those
millennials say human activity is the primary cause. 

"What we're seeing is that the millennial audience doesn't just want
lip service," says Carmela Orsini, millennial and Digital Marketing
Lead at knk Software, "We as a group want to know what actions the
businesses we support have taken and what steps we can take to
contribute. We know the value of voting with our dollar. We're the
generation that got big box stores to start carrying oat milk."

For publishers to stay relevant to this growing market sector, they
need to have a plan in place to both take actionable steps to
become more sustainable and a plan to show their customers their
progress.

According to a study conducted
by Orbis Research, the size of
the global Print on Demand
Software market will grow at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate
of 32.4% between 2020 and
2026, from US $1.9 billion to Us
$5.9 billion.

The Future. On Demand.

Book publishers have traditionally made production decisions focused on the unit cost of a manufactured
book. But this method rarely considers other costs, such as warehousing, obsolescence and the working
capital impact. Focusing on book manufacturing as a line item obscures what many publishers are now
calling the "total cost of ownership." Savvy publishers are now looking at the total cost per unit sold,
which includes printing, warehousing, inventory fulfillment, freight and the cost of capital.

Driver 5:  Focus on Total Cost of Ownership

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2018/03/01/the-generation-gap-in-american-politics/
https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2021/05/26/2236138/0/en/Global-Print-On-Demand-Software-Market-2021-Research-Report-by-User-Demand-Consumption-Applications-Types-Trends-and-Forecast-2026.html
http://www.publishingtrends.com/2020/07/digital-printing-the-new-normal/


A Clean Sheet
A greener book publishing supply chain needs the right technology

To reduce your carbon footprint and to make your book publishing supply chain greener,
you need the right technology and the right technology partners. 

Many of the bigger technology partners have adopted the 17 UN Sustainable Development
Goals. These include companies you may already partner with such as Microsoft, Adobe,
SAP, and Google. knk's primary technology partner, Microsoft, has committed to being
carbon negative by 2030 - meaning that their entire carbon footprint since day one will be
offset. And the knk Group, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, is committed to helping book
publishers use technology to improve their sustainability. 

Holding Your Software Vendors Accountable

As shown above, just making sure you're using recycled paper is not enough for today's
environmentally-focused consumer. The entire operation of your business needs to be
considered. Tracking book-miles is one way, but also ensuring that the technology partners
you are working with share your green goals, is just as important. Holding your vendors
accountable makes a powerful statement that your organization is serious about your
environmental commitment. 

One way to start on this journey is to utilize tools in your key publishing applications, from
your ERP to your Customer Engagement software. Using vendors focused on your industry
who can better specialize to the needs of a publisher is a great step, since these providers
are more likely to understand what you're trying to accomplish and offer guidance
regarding how to use such tools for this effort. For example, an Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system that focuses on publishing can help you identify areas across all your
publishing-specific business functions that can be more sustainable. Core tools to
accomplish this can include the following: 

1

2

3

Creating internal metadata for products, vendors, and other entities allowing you
to store both quantitative and qualitative sustainability information in your central
data repository.

Using dimension coding on transactions allow you to tag historical information
for sustainability analysis. 

Business Intelligence Tools such as Power BI and Qlik allow you to create dynamic
reports that can be accessed by internal or external viewers to monitor progress and
results. 



An example of such an application knkPublishing, the only Microsoft-certified business
software for publishers worldwide. 

knk's role in the publishing ecosystem is to apply Microsoft's most recent technologies in a
way that publishers can put to best use. knkPublishing combines the classical functions of
the Microsoft Dynamics ERP (financial accounting and marketing with industry specific
functions for educational, academic, trade book, magazine, and specialist publishers. 

The right ERP system helps you as a book publisher make your supply chain greener and
improves your core business controls. 

You audit your supply chain from start to finish to uncover sources of waste. 
These include over-printing of titles, over-purchasing of materials, unnecessary
shipping costs. Production costing models and budget-to-actual analyses reveal
optimal planning.

REDUCE
WASTE

Inefficient processes are costly to the environment and your bottom line.
A good ERP and workflow system helps you identify processes that don’t add value.

IMPROVE
EFFICIENCY

At the heart of print-on-demand is the ability to be agile.
A cloud-based ERP with POD execution gives you and your partners access to the
data you need to respond to orders efficiently.

IMPROVE
AGILITY

One of the main causes of large carbon footprints is lack of visibility of not only the
internal operations, but also the entire supply chain.

INCREASE
VISIBILITY

SYNCHRONIZE
ACTIVITES

Synchronize your supply chain so that production and distribution activities match
marketplace demand. Improve collaboration with suppliers.

PREDICT
DEMAND

ERPs improve your demand planning by using AI and machine learning to predict
changing customer demands. Customer Engagement systems collect data from
“outside” the company to aid predictive efforts.

https://www.knkpublishingsoftware.com/


About knkPublishing Software

knkPublishing is the only Microsoft-certified business software for publishers worldwide. As
experts in the publishing industry, knkPublishing combines the strengths of a business
consultancy and the solution expertise of a software company.

Our team consists of thought leaders and experts in the publishing industry. We adapt new
market challenges and are supporters of innovative publishing houses. We know the
challenges you face, and we know how to drive sales and profits. We know that process
optimization must go hand-in-hand with software. Our members are experts in both.

knkPublishing combines the classic business functions (financial accounting, shopping and
logistics) and the strength of the CRM functionalities of Microsoft Dynamics with industry
specific functions for book, periodical and specialist publishers, adding the data analytics of
Microsoft PowerBI and strong Content and Asset Management Functionality.  Our strength
lies in our ability to seamlessly integrate with your existing business tools, from Outlook to
InDesign.

 

Let’s start a conversation. 
READY TO MAKE YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN GREENER?

More than 25 years
supporting innovations in

publishing

Microsoft Gold-Certified
Partner for Publishing

Over 450 customers
worldwide

www.knkpublishingsoftware.com   |   info@knk.com   

https://www.knkpublishingsoftware.com/


Resources
Book Industry Communcations

www.bic.org.uk
Independent organization in the United Kingdom sponsored by the Publishers Association,
Booksellers Association, the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals and
the British Library to promote supply chain efficiency in all sectors of the book world
through e-commerce and the application of standard processes and procedures. 

Book Industry Study Group

www.bisg.org
Works to create a more informed, empowered and efficient book industry in the United
States. Its broad membership includes trade, education, professional and scholarly
publishers, as well as distributors, wholesalers, retailers, manufacturers, service providers and
libraries. 

BookNet

www.booknetcanada.ca
Non-profit organization that develops technology, standards, and education to serve the
Canadian book industry.

Green Book Alliance

www.greenbookalliance.org
An alliance of The Book Industry Study Group (United States), Book Industry Communication (United
Kingdom), and BookNet Canada (Canada) to foster information sharing, joint planning, environmental
events, and other initiatives. 

UN Sustainable Development Goals Publishers Compact

www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sdg-publishers-compact
Launched by the United Nations in collaboration with the International Publishers
Association. Aims to accelerate progress to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) by 2030.


